Static Cylindrically Symmetric Solution by Time, M




A static axisymmetric solution with an additional cylindrical sym-
metry is considered and that the matter consists in a cosmological and
a dust term.
1 The field equations
Stationary gravitational elds are characterized by the existence of a timelike
Killing vector eld . So, in a stationary space-time (M; g) we can have a
global causal structure, i.e. we can introduce an adapted coordinate system
(xa) = (xα; t),  = ∂
∂t
so that the metric gab is independent of t,
ds2 = hαβdx
αdxβ + F (dt + Aαdx
α)2; F  aa < 0:(1)
The timelike unitary vector eld h0  (−F )− 12 , which is globally dened on
M , indicates not only the time-orientation in every point p 2 M , but also
gives a global time coordinate t on M .
Stationarity (i.e. time translation symmetry) means that there exists
a 1-dimensional group G1 of isometries t whose orbits are timelike curves
parametrized by t. The smooth surjective submersion
0 : M −! S3; p 2 M 7−! 0(p) = t(p); 0(p) = p; _p(t) = (p(t))
over the 3-dimensional dierentiable factor manifold S3, whose elements are
the orbits of G1 determines a bration on M ; the metric gab is constant on the
bres of 0 (integral curves of ) and there is a 1:1 correspondence between
tensors T = (T a...b... )on M satisfying
aT b...a... = bT
b...
a... = 0 and £ξT = 0
1
and the tensors on S3. So using the 3-projection formalisme (by Geroch(1971))
developed on S3 (see [3]), the Einstein’s eld equations
Rab − 1
2
Rgab + gab = Tab;(2)








































Here, \k" denotes the covariant derivative associated with the conformal
metric tensor ~hab = −Fhab on S3 (hab = gab + h0ah0b is the projection tensor),
abc = dabch0d and !
a = 1
2
abcdbc;d 6= 0 is the rotational vector (!aa =
0; £ξ! = 0).
The circularity theorem (due to Kundt) states that an (axisymmetric)
metric can be written [1] in the (2+2)-split if and only if the conditions
([abc;d]);e = 0 = (
[abc;d]);e(4)
are satised 1.
The existence of the orthogonal 2-surfaces is possible for dust solutions,
provided that the 4-velocity of dust satises the condition:
u[abc] = 0; u
a = (−H)− 12 (a + Ωa) = (−H)− 12 liai ; where(5)
li  (1; Ω); H = γijlilj ; γij  ai aj ; i; j = 1; 2; 1 = ; 2 = 
i.e., the trajectories of the dust lie on the transitivity surfaces of the group
generated by the Killing vectors , . Here Ω is the angular velocity of the
matter with respect to innity.
Using an adapted coordinate system, the metric (1) can be written in the
following form:
ds2 = e−2U [e2V (dr2 + dz2) + W 2d’2]− e2U(dt + Ad’)2(6)
1Here I use the convention: round brackets denote symmetrization and square brackets
antisymmetrization.
2
where the functions 2 U , V , W and A depend only on the coordinates (r; z);
these coordinates are also conformal flat coordinates on the 2-surface S2
orthogonal to 2-surface T2 of the commuting Killing vectors  = @t and
 = @ϕ.
If we identify the 4-velocity of the dust ua with timelike Killing vector
a = @t = (0; 0; 0; 1) then (6) represents a co-moving system (x
1 = r; x2 =
z; x3 = ’; x0 = t) with dust, ua = a = (0; 0; −e2UA; −e2U ) and
g11 = g22 = e
−2U+2V = h11 = h22;
g33 = e
−2UW 2 − e2V A2 = h33; g00 = 0 = −e2U = F;
g03 = 3 = −e2UA; g13 = g23 = g10 = g20 = 0
(7)





The surface element on T2 is fab = 2[ab], fabf
ab < 0 and the surface





Thus the Einstein’s dust equations with constant  > 0 (3) for the metric


































































































is the Laplace operator and the energy-
momentum tensor Tab has the form as:
Tab = −gab + uaub;  > 0;  = const. > 0:(10)
2The function W is defined invariantly as W 2  −2ξ[aηb]ξaηb.
3
The conservation law, T ab;b = 0 implies U,a = 0 and is a consequence of
the eld equations, being used in place of one of the equations (9).
If Ω = const., i.e., for rigid rotation we have
 = 0 =  , u(a;b) + u(a _ub) = 0(11)
and using the simplication U = 0 in (7), then the matter current is geodesic
( _ua = ua;bu
b = 0), without shear (ab = u(a;b) + _u(aub) − 13hab = 0) and
without expansion ( = ua;a = 0) but rotates with constant velocity; this
implies that A,r = 0 = A,z.



















where W and V are functions of x1 = r and x2 = z.
Finally, taking into account the third symmetry ( = @z is the spacelike
Killing vector eld parallel with the rotation axis z) as a special case of the
stationary axisymmetric (with  and ) solution (12) we will obtain:
ds2 = e2V (r)(dr2 + dz2) + W 2(r)d’2 − dt2(13)
where W (r) and V (r) will be determined from (12); the metric could also







Because of the third symmetry W and V depend only on r and the eld
equations are reduced to: 
W 00 = −2We2V
W 00 = 4W 0V 0





=0 and  = 2 = const:.






where γ and  are constants.







γ − e2V − √

























2 lnW = 
∫
1 + e2λ(r−ν)









































where γ, ,  and  are constants.
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